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About This Game

Snailiens have traveled from across the universe in search of a scrumptious snack. Who could have known it would be Earth's
succulent cabbages? They'll stop at nothing to get their mucus covered tentacles on our little green treasures!

Snailiens is a high energy, tower defense shooter built from the ground up for VR. It combines the intensity of a shooter with a
more tactical approach in tower placement and upgrades. A powerful weapon and tower elemental system offers nearly limitless
ways to play! Get the Snailiens wet and then zap them or cover them in flammable goo then blow them up! You choose how you

want to fight off the tentacled invaders.

Features:

Play how you want with an arsenal of crazy weapons and towers. Think tactically by building walls and placing towers to
force Snailiens down your gauntlets of death.
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An advanced elemental system adds complexity and depth to your strategy.

Enjoy a wacky story of aliens and their hunger for our cabbage. It’s a heartwarming tale of aliens just searching for
somewhere to call home.

Devise strategies to handle many types of Snailiens armed with different abilities!
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Title: Snailiens
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
562 Interactive
Publisher:
562 Interactive LLC.
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX-8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or Radeon 290x or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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if you own skyrim, download this if you plan to use mods, as alot of them require skse to run... but you all know that, don't you?.
Killed my enemies. 10/10. Great game, can't wait to see more content. If the devs can add more RPG elements like mods for
guns, upgrades gears and stuff, this would just take off.. I really recommend this game to everyone who likes Polandball
(Countryball) comics.
It is very interesting and fun to play c:. This game was absolutely charming, ignore the spoiled haters.

It has a lot of problems....mediocre graphics, no sound controls, only resolution changing for graphics, bit awkward controls, and
"meh" in terms of story.

But the music was cool and so was the flying around....even if it was a bit on rails it felt good playing it.

It earned its 5 bucks from me, I recommend checking it out or sending it to a friend as a stocking stuffer esque game.
If you have a young kid it would make a great game to play with them.

If you can't spend a couple dollars and enjoy the flight...then you are too young to appreciate unique experiences and oddball
games. You would be better off handing EA 60 bucks for 4 maps. =P. Love Motorstorm and Sega Rally?

This might be the game for you.

Arcade racing with Sega Rally style controls on beautiful tracks. A great arcade racer that may not provide maximum value at
full price but if you have the chance to pick it up cheap, give it a go.

You will love it.. Ah finally! After so many years it finally surfaces on Steam! Played it years ago, it was a quite fun Pause-
based real time squad based strategy game.. I have been playing strategy and tactical games since the sixties . Yeah! I know I
should really grow up :D.
I just played the first Campaign and it\u2019s really enjoyable. Took a bit of getting used, but I managed to finish it in a
reasonable length of time(don\u2019t forget I\u2019m old) .

The potential for this game, or more accurately game system seem enormous. I see fantastic tactical squad battles will all sorts
of armies real and imaginary.

I may have missed it, but I did not see a save function for the skirmish game or the campaign. I think it needs one so I hope it is
in the works.

Anyway congratulations to the developer on a really fun game I look forward to spending a lot of time playing it.
. When writing this review, I've played about 25 levels. The principle of the game is pretty simple - electrify an enemy robot,
spray water on it so it short circuits, do this with all robots per level. If you touch an enemy or a shot, you die instantly.
3 lives, infinite continues. If you lose all 3 lives, the current level and enemies will be reset.

Is it fun?
Yes, levels are short and varied enough to make it fun to play. Level difficulty varies a bit, but after defeating a boss (they are a
bit tricky, as they should be), getting a slightly easier level is a treat.

Worth noting about movement etc, the game has a pixel graphics aesthetic but you can move "sub pixel".. First impressions of
PKO prompted me to get a Refund. PKR had a demo which left a sour taste in my brain. the lack of EVERYTHING in the way
of quality testing leaves you with a game feeling thrown together and cheap. This is supposed to be a full production game of a
much beloved IP. On this level I crashed soon after on a load point. autosave, crash, load crash. so essentially there was no way
past it. I should have known when the Demo was an exact duplicate of the first level in all its horridness. Here is a Screen of the
level mentioned above complete with its missing waterfall texture. 
http:\/\/img.photobucket.com\/albums\/v209\/metclan\/Shot0018.jpg
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I love this game so much, I got it for both Steam and Android. This game has plenty of replayability, as it's not about solving a
particular puzzle, and a walkthrough would be kind of meaningless. Each shape has its own predicaments and you never really
complete one in quite the same way twice. Very relaxing (even in the moments where it gets tricky), and a very beautiful
experience. Simple, but smooth graphics. Easy to pick up and play for just a few minutes or to get lost in for shape after shape. I
highly recommend this game. I will say that Android offers an experience that is more appropriately tactile (duh), but it is still
very enjoyable here on Steam.. This game is so horribly manly, even the b*tches have monstrous muscles. Anyway, it's one of
my good ol' favorites. Go get it!. I could not get this to run. It's a shame because I really enjoyed the first game in the series..
Well, I forced myself to play this game through to the end.

All in all the story felt contrived, the party heroes were funky and had that "I'm deliberately designed to be thematic and half-
baked", and worse the last few final battles require you to bring a specific party member.

The gameplay was more or less frustrating and the RTS is dubious sometimes.

This game hovers between 2 and 2.5 stars out of 5. It's worth a play through mainly because you can mod the game so easily. I
made the undead summons permanent and made them summon hordes of zombies at the highest level.

I give this game a weak play recommendation. If you don't have anything else, but you might end up finishing it despite not
having fun anymore.

. Why have I played through this? WHY?. This game is TREMENDOUS! Everything is improved over the first game and the
references and gags are hilarious. Leave your safe space, because this game can offer quite a challenge! If you grew up loving
games like Mega Man, Metal Slug, Contra or Gunstar Heroes then this is right up your ally. If you love OR hate Trump, you will
enjoy this!

(Ed is also a great developer that listens to his fans. I emailed him about a glitch that appeared immediately after completing the
game; within an hour he fixed it and the update was already available on Steam!). Don't. Just don't. Unless you like facing
Mongol hordes and you usually play in Western Europe. Doesn't add enough to make it worth while.

Interesting idea, poorly executed.

2\/5. Nice game! After short round tonight I have to say one thing: I don't regret spending money for this. Story is ok. Gameplay
is ok. Music and sound is great! And that monster is pretty f.... scary :D. I don't want him to touch me. Anyway, nice game.. An
OK, story-driven twin-stick shooter with a pace much more deliberate at times than most entries in this genre, with a heavy
reliance on cutscenes and dialogue to move its story forward.

A gravity gun and physics puzzles aim to be innovative, but I just often found it frustrating to play, and at times difficult to
understand what I needed to do. The dev was nice and responsive initially but stopped responding after August 2017.

I can't personally recommend it, based on my limited experience with it. You may want to give it a look if you want to try
something a little slower and different in the twin-stick shooter category.
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